Wedding Photography

Current Specials Available from

Art.com:

Last Minute Special: All weddings 3 months or less out:
1 free (addl) hr for only 6 or more paid.
Free Addl Hour(s): includes a free additional hour of coverage for each
photographer if you book for at least 8 hours paid - you get nine hours for the
price of eight for example. Sample packages #3, 4, and 5 incorporate this special.

Sample Packages with Specials applied:
For Smaller Weddings:
1) Engagement photographer for 1 hour: $250. We need to charge the full list rate
per hour for engagements. These are actually a very good deal because they are
mini-events to us – you get the same excellent level of care and service – we take
no shortcuts - they are prepared for, shot and processed/edited like full events.
2) Elopement photographer for 2 hours: 2x$250= $500. We need to charge the full
list rate per hour to accommodate below normal minimum hour weddings. But
this makes us extremely flexible. We love our elopement/small wedding shoots!
All edited images Included.

3) One photographer for 6 hours: 6x$200= $1200 with discounts applied. All
edited images Included. (<100 days out: contract for 6 hrs & get 7th hr free!)
For Larger Weddings (on Saturdays during the peak spring and fall seasons):
4) 9 hours of a lead photographer could be as little as just $1600. This is with the
free hour special. This amounts to $177/hr – could be even less on a Fri or
Sun. This includes all your image files for you to enjoy plus a 16x24 Art Wall
Print. Note: We like to have a Non-Shooting Assistant along for 6 hrs @
$40/hr=$240 but that is not required – discuss that with your artist.
5) 9 hours of a lead photographer with also 6 hours of a second photographer
would be just $2464 with specials applied. This includes all your images. Plus
two 16x24 Art Wall Prints.
6) 11 hours of a lead photographer with also 9 hours of a second photographer
with specials and discounts applied: just $3280 This includes all your images.
Plus two 16x24 Art Wall Prints.

